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overlook on Greenville Rd. to discuss options for restoring/preserving the
to engage Bill to do an inventory of standing timber, the goal being to
l cut is possible. Bill will prepare an agreement for the work. If the resulting
ests a 15% commission. If the cut isn’t a money-maker, there’s no charge.

son Rd. RR bridge repair. Bob D. would like us to more-seriously consider a
thetic appeal. Dennis Labombard will look at the steel I-beams next week;
ut their integrity and our plans may be moot, depending on his report. We
until we receive Dennis’s report.

oding caused by beaver construction on Cliff Hasting’s land. Liz found plans
deceiver” on the Internet and it seems worthy of pursuing. Barbara will
to find out what kind of culvert material they might have on hand.

our invasive plant control efforts. On south end of RR trail, knotweed was
back. However, where it was cut rather than uprooted, it’s grown back
ided by rainfall from two hurricanes). We’ll continue to investigate hiring a
tor.

s proposed trail mapping project. Because we’re developing our own
the NRI project) and have no money to spare, we can’t do anything to
arbara will send Mike a note explaining our position.

stering VAL sheets for RR property. Logistics of doing so are just too

note to Gary Elsworth for helping us with the cable work on the Spaulding
a note.

bills:

145.04 to reimburse the cost of supplies (plastic bags, plastic tarps, work
asive plant control.

.00 for two earth anchors and related materials to anchor the Spaulding

8 for miscellaneous hardware, also for anchoring the Spaulding Brook

sfer money from the Conservation General Fund to the town general fund
ntrol costs charged at County Stores by the CC: $188.93 for 5 boxes of
es, and $29.59 for black plasting landscaping.

ion of clean fill (exact amount TBD) from Bob Dillberger to use for fill on the

on Old Home Day, with two hikes offered.

7:00 pm to 10:00 pm




